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A Christian Historical Romance Novel Miriam Bryant has always dreamed of leaving the

never-ending work of her family's remote mountain ranch to travel abroad as a genteel lady. She's

thrilled when the opportunity finally arises, but a gruesome hunting accident crushes her plans,

leaving her stranded for weeks in a mining town. The single bright spot in her disappointment comes

in the form of this mountain town's newest doctorâ€¦Fresh out of medical school, Alex Donaghue is

excited to join his brother's practice and prove himself in the mining town of Butte, in Montana

Territory. But the tough conditions in the mines and the brutal winter are worse than he expected.

Now a mysterious lung disease is killing patients he fought so hard to cure. The single bright spot in

this dreary place comes in the form of their newest patientâ€¦But when Miriam's life is threatened by

the effects of a medical tragedy, will Alex have what it takes to save the woman he's come to love?

Will Miriam ever find the place God created her for, or is it too late?
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Misty Beller did it again! What a great book. I first met Gideon, Leah and Miriam in Misty's book,

"The Lady and The Mountain Man." Misty writes in such a way I truly feel like I know and am able to

live a part of these peoples lives. This book continues on with the lives of these 3 great characters

focusing more on Miriam. You also get to meet new characters like Alex and his brother Bryan. After

being injured on the ranch, Miriam has to spend some time in Butte City. While in Butte, she starts

working for the Doctors, Alex and Bryan. Just when you think you have the story all figured out there

comes a twist. Misty's writing keeps you involved and enjoying the story right up to the end. Any one

who enjoys Christian Romantic Historical Fiction won't want to miss this one. A big shout out to

Misty for writing clean, wholesome novels.

Excellent Christian Historical Novel ! This story doesn't disappoint. It. keeps your interested and

wondering what will happen next ! So good to read a story that holds God as the Center ! But makes

the people real and full of history plus excitement '! Way to go Missy M. Beller'''

Don't Miss this One! As a huge fan of The Lady & the Mountain Man, I couldn't wait for the sequel to

come out and Misty Beller did not disappoint. This story follows Miriam, Gideon's younger sister

from the first book in the series, who becomes injured and must stay under the dutiful care of a

charming, witty and handsome young doctor. This is a sweet historical romance with a well thought

out plot and well researched medical terms and practices of the era. Already anticipating book

number 3!

Wow, just finished the second book in this series and I can't wait to read the next book, which I just

pre-ordered. Each book gets better and better!! :) My highest praise for this Author, I highly

recommend this series to anyone who love's a book that they can't put down!:)

When I read Misty's first book I was hoping there would be more to follow, and I was so happy to

see "The Lady And The Mountain Doctor". The story was so exciting and eventful. I couldn't put it

down! When I finished it today, I discovered Misty has a third book coming in July! Hooray!

At first I thought I had really found a winner. If it could have concluded before those last three or four

chapters it would have survived with just a couple of inconsistencies. Nope. Just ignore the

suddenly unburned, no longer concussed, disappearing reappearing leg injury that still hasn't

healed after months and, disappearing gunshot wound. Oh look there's an overgrown driveway



(that's right, driveway) in the middle of the forest leading to a road. Don't pay attention to the

impossible logistics of the harrowing escape. This is almost worse for me than unknowingly reading

a cliffhanger. To have such a good story disintegrate into unrealistic fallacy and fantasy is beyond

frustrating. If you only care about wonderful characters, interpersonal relationship, clear descriptive

passages and emotional payoff, this one is for you. If details (like physics and probability) are

important to you than you should probably skip this one.

For those who read the first book in this series, this book will be a nice treat as we get to read more

about Miriam and the unfolding of her happy ending. This is a historical, clean-read romance

interwoven with a good reminder that we can't always control everything in life.

Just finished The Lady and the Mountain Man and The Lady and the Mountain Doctor. Really

enjoyed both of them, maybe "Mountain Man" a little bit more. Two lovely love stories with just the

right amount of Christian thoughts thrown in. Knowing that I can relax and read a book that will keep

my interest, yet not include any ugly words or any explicit sex scenes is very refreshing for me. Love

the fact that we are getting more and more Christian authors that can really write a good story.The

only thing that threw me just a little was in #1-Mt. Man--this city girl was able to run a ranch

inside/out within a few wks. She was quite a girl. Then, in #2-Mt. Dr.--The young dr not being very

confident about his doctoring skills. That kind of threw me. Don't know about you, but I really don't

want a doctor questioning his abilities after he's done some major work on me. lol Kind of scary!I

highly recommend both of these books and this author. Can't wait for the 3rd book!
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